This book is an introduction to the theory of algebraic spaces and stacks intended for graduate students and researchers familiar with algebraic geometry at the level of a first-year graduate course. The first several chapters are devoted to background material including chapters on Grothendieck topologies, descent, and fibered categories. Following this, the theory of algebraic spaces and stacks is developed. The last three chapters discuss more advanced topics including the Keel-Mori theorem on the existence of coarse moduli spaces, gerbes and Brauer groups, and various moduli stacks of curves. Numerous exercises are included in each chapter ranging from routine verifications to more difficult problems, and a glossary of necessary category theory is included as an appendix.
This volume includes expanded versions of the lectures delivered in the Graduate Minicourse portion of the 2013 Park City Mathematics Institute session on Geometric Analysis. The papers give excellent high-level introductions, suitable for graduate students wishing to enter the field and experienced researchers alike, to a range of the most important areas of geometric analysis. These include: the general issue of geometric evolution, with more detailed lectures on Ricci flow and Kähler-Ricci flow, new progress on the analytic aspects of the Willmore equation as well as an introduction to the recent proof of the Willmore conjecture and new directions in min-max theory for geometric variational problems, the current state of the art regarding minimal surfaces in R 3 , the role of critical metrics in Riemannian geometry, and the modern perspective on the study of eigenfunctions and eigenvalues for Laplace-Beltrami operators. Featured are survey and research articles in six areas: algebra, analysis, applied mathematics, geometry, probability and topology. Their topics range from current developments related to well-known open problems to novel interactions between pure mathematics and computer science. Most of the articles provide a panoramic view of the fields and problems the authors work on, making the book accessible to advanced graduate students and researchers in mathematics from different fields.
Contents: M. Abel and R. M. Pérez-Tiscareño, Locally pseudoconvex inductive limit of locally pseudoconvex Q-algebras; O. Antolín Camarena, A whirlwind tour of the world of (∞, 1)-categories; O. Arizmendi and C. Vargas, Norm convergence in non-commutative central limit theorems: Combinatorial approach; P. Dávalos, Dynamical models for some toru homeomorphisms; E. A. Duéñez-Guzmán and M. A. Ramírez-Ortegón, A review of no free lunch theorems for search; D. Labardini-Fragoso, On triangulations, quivers with potentials and mutations; J. Malagón-López, Riemann-Roch without denominators for oriented cohomology theories; L. Núñez-Betancourt, E. E. Witt, and W. Zhang, A survey on the Lyubeznik numbers; S. Ortega Castillo, Cluster value problem in infinite-dimensional spaces; R. Perales, A survey on the convergence of manifolds with boundary; C. Ramos-Cuevas, Convexity is a local property in CAT(κ) spaces; R. Ríos-Zertuche, An introduction to the half-infinite wedge. This book brings a reader to the cutting edge of several important directions of the contemporary probability theory, which in many cases are strongly motivated by problems in statistical physics. The authors of these articles are leading experts in the field and the reader will get an exceptional panorama of the field from the point of view of scientists who played, and continue to play, a pivotal role in the development of the new methods and ideas, interlinking it with geometry, complex analysis, conformal field theory, etc., making modern probability one of the most vibrant areas in mathematics. With their origin in thermodynamics and symbolic dynamics, Gibbs measures are crucial tools for studying the ergodic theory of the geodesic flow on negatively curved manifolds. The authors develop a framework (through Patterson-Sullivan densities) that allows them to get rid of compactness assumptions on the manifold, and prove many existence, uniqueness and finiteness results of Gibbs measures. They give many applications, to the variational principle, the counting and equidistribution of orbit points and periods, the unique ergodicity of the strong unstable foliation and the classification of Gibbs densities on some Riemannian covers.
This item will also be of interest to those working in mathematical physics.

Contents
This item will also be of interest to those working in geometry and topology.
A publication of the Société Mathématique de France, Marseilles (SMF), distributed by the AMS in the U.S., Canada, and Mexico. Orders from other countries should be sent to the SMF. Members of the SMF receive a 30% discount from list.
Contents: Introduction; Background on negatively curved manifolds; A Patterson-Sullivan theory for Gibbs states; Critical exponent and Gurevich pressure; A Hopf-Tsuji-Sullivan-Roblin theorem for Gibbs states; Thermodynamic formalism and equilibrium states; The Liouville measure as a Gibbs measure; Finiteness and mixing of Gibbs states; Growth and equidistribution of orbits and periods; The ergodic theory of the strong unstable foliation; Gibbs states on Galois covers; List of symbols; Index; Bibliography. 
Metric Measure Geometry
Gromov's Theory of Convergence and Concentration of Metrics and Measures
Takashi Shioya, Tohoku University, Mathematical Institute, Sendai, Japan
This book studies a new theory of metric geometry on metric measure spaces. The theory was originally developed by M. Gromov in his book Metric Structures for Riemannian and Non-Riemannian Spaces and based on the idea of the concentration of measure phenomenon by Lévy and Milman. A central theme in this book is the study of the observable distance between metric measure spaces, defined by the difference between 1-Lipschitz functions on one space and those on the other. The topology on the set of metric measure spaces induced by the observable distance function is weaker than the measured Gromov-Hausdorff topology and allows the author to investigate a sequence of Riemannian manifolds with unbounded dimensions.
One of the main parts of this presentation is the discussion of a natural compactification of the completion of the space of metric measure spaces. The stability of the curvature-dimension condition is also discussed.
A publication of the European Mathematical Society. Distributed within the Americas by the American Mathematical Society.
Contents:
Preliminaries from measure theory; The Lévy-Milman concentration phenomenon; Gromov-Hausdorff distance and distance matrix; Box distance; Observable distance and measurement; The space of pyramids; Asymptotic concentration; Dissipation; Curvature and concentration; Bibliography; Index. This book is devoted to the definition and systematic study of graphed manifolds in large dimension. These are compact smooth manifolds supporting a decomposition into finitely many pieces, each of which is diffeomorphic to the product of a torus with a finite volume hyperbolic manifold with toric cusps. The pieces are glued by affine mappings of the boundary tori. The authors prove, in dimension larger or equal to 6, the Borel conjecture for the graphed manifolds and they establish the smooth rigidity. They analyze the structure of the groups which are quasi-isometric to the fundamental group of an irreducible graphed manifold.
IRMA Lectures in Mathematics and
This item will also be of interest to those working in algebra and algebraic geometry.
A publication of the Société Mathématique de France, Marseilles (SMF), distributed by the AMS in the U.S., Canada, and Mexico. Orders from other countries should be sent to the SMF. Members of the SMF receive a 30% discount from list. This book is designed for parents and teachers who want to enjoy playful math with young children. It offers advanced math activities to fit the individual child's personality, interests, and needs and will open the door to a supportive online community that will answer questions and give ideas along the way. Moebius Noodles will help readers take small, immediate steps toward the sense of mathematical power.
This item will also be of interest to those working in general interest.
A publication of Delta Stream Media, an imprint of Natural Math. Simple-looking games and puzzles quickly lead to deeper insights, which will eventually connect with significant formal mathematical ideas as the child grows.
This book is addressed to leaders of math circles or enrichment programs, but its activities can fit into regular math classes, homeschooling venues, or situations in which students are learning mathematics on their own. The mathematics contained in the activities can be enjoyed on many levels.
A publication of Delta Stream Media, an imprint of Natural Math. This book brings together the stories of over thirty authors who share their math enthusiasm with their communities, families, and students. After every chapter is a puzzle, game, or activity to encourage adults and children to play with math too. Thoughtful stories, puzzles, games, and activities will provide new insights.
This item will also be of interest to those working in general interest.
